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Broader Impacts: Our broader impacts include:
• Assistive Robotics: For people with limited physical abilities due to age or injury, robots can assist in activities of 

daily living in home environments. We are making accessible, assistive robots by making soft robots into highly 
capable, inexpensive 3D manipulators. 

• Soft Robot Manipulator Design Software: We will develop interactive software for soft robot design based on 
DART and Python APIs that integrate with the Unity 3D framework.

• Scalable Teaching for Soft Robot Design: We will build on a “Soft Robots for Humanity” course to include the 
use of computational tools in design and make the course content accessible to students worldwide.
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Motivation and Objectives: Our goal is to create soft robot manipulators that exhibit the advantages of both soft and rigid systems, in 
order to create manipulators that achieve the goals of ubiquitous collaborative robots. Our interdisciplinary collaboration between 
mechanical and computational designers will enable us to invent new mechanisms for soft robots, develop computational design 
tools, and perform modeling, planning, and control to create both (1) useful soft robots and (2) a methodology to improve and expand 
access to robot design.
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Method [33], [34]. Given the objective function L(·) and
an initial guess solution x, where x = [`, q1, q2, . . . , qm],
we sample K solutions using mean µ = x and variance
�2 (we abuse the notation here to indicate � multiplying
by itself element-wise), evaluate the objective function for
each one of them. and map its value using a shape function
S(·); in our implementation we used S(L) = exp(10L).
We then normalize the values S(L) in [0, 1] and update the
mean and variance of our sampling through an S-weighted
combination of the sampled solutions; thus, the better a sam-
pled solution is, the more it influences the newly calculated
mean and variance. To satisfy the constraints, samples and
updated µ’s are clipped to the allowable range of values.
The procedure is summarized in Alg. 3. While [32] was
developed to accommodate sampling from any distribution
of the exponential family, we opted for Gaussian sampling
for its simplicity. Furthermore, we applied clipping to ensure
constraints are satisfied, and performed normalization of L
to improve convergence of the algorithm. However, there are
no mathematical guarantees of convergence, as addressed in
[32]. For our problem that has a plethora of local minima,
while the sampling nature of Alg. 3 helps overcome some
of these local minima, there is not theoretic guarantee for
global optimality.

The link budget n is also a discrete variable, but we can
avoid formulating a mixed-integer program using a simple
1-D search. That is, we optimize over n by repeating the
aforementioned optimization procedure starting from n = 2
and increasing the budget until a solution that satisfies all
targets/orientations is obtained (see the outer loop in Alg. 3).
This is practical because, due to the low dimensionality
of the optimization problem for each n, a solution can be
obtained relatively quickly. The code is available at https:
//github.com/iexarchos/SoftRobotDesOpt.git

IV. EVALUATION

A. Fabrication of an Optimal Design

We demonstrated the entire process of prototyping a vine
robot from design optimization to hardware fabrication. We
considered a base at (0.0, 0.0) and four targets located at
(0.4, 0.65), (0.8, 0.6), (0.9, 0.4), and (0.6, 0.25) (all units in
meters), with corresponding prescribed end-effector orienta-
tions of 90�, 0�, �30�, and 15�, respectively. The result of
this optimization is shown later in Fig. 6(a), in comparison
to designs with different constraints.

The vine robot consists of a main body containing embed-
ded pouches and a base through which the robot is actuated.
Two cable tendons, on the left and right sides, are routed
along the vine robot length and connected to motorized
spools. The eversion and retraction of the robot are controlled
using a motorized spool in the base. The base is connected to
an air supply, which provides the pressure for growth. The
robot body is fabricated from two LDPE tubes. Chevron-
shaped pouches in the body are formed by heat sealing
the tubes together. Layer stacks were then placed into the
pouches and secured to the vine robot body using double-
sided tape. A 1/8 inch outer diameter plastic tube was routed
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Fig. 3. (a) The vine robot is actuated by two cables running along its
length and controlled via two motorized spools. Pouch pressure is controlled
via tubes connected to each pouch. (b) Vine robot segment lengths were
fabricated using the optimized `. Each color corresponds to a link `i.

to each pouch, allowing for control of each pouch pressure.
By connecting the pouch to the vine robot pressure source,
pouch pressure equaled the vine robot body pressure and the
layers were unjammed. By disconnecting the tube from the
body pressure source, the layers were jammed.

For a specified link budget n, the optimization returns a
sequence of n0 link lengths ` to construct. These link lengths
correspond directly to the lengths of the layer stacks and
pouches to be fabricated. Layers are cut into parallelograms
and assembled into stacks of 14 layers by taping the ends
of the layers together. We laser cut the layers from 0.05 mm
thick aluminum-sputtered polyester film. To facilitate ever-
sion and retraction, each pouch contains eight stacks of layers
arranged circumferentially. The optimization in this example
yielded a design consisting of five links, with link lengths
0.44, 0.17, 0.27, 0.10, and 0.11 meters, ordered from the
base to the tip. Fig. 3(b) shows the fabricated vine robot.
Fig. 1 qualitatively shows how the fabricated robot achieves
four different targets in a plane; quantitative performance
analysis will be performed in future work.

B. Target Reachability Analysis

To assess the algorithm performance in optimizing robot
design and configurations, we tested it on randomly sampled
targets and orientations. Specifically, we varied both the
number of targets, m, and the link budget, n. This introduced
the following difficulty: when picking a set of targets and
orientations randomly, it is unclear whether a failure of
the algorithm to find a solution given a link budget is
due to the algorithm’s performance, or because a feasible
solution satisfying the constraints does not exist for the
given link budget. To avoid this problem, we sampled m
targets and orientations by first sampling a random five-link
solution with m different configurations, and then obtaining
the targets and configurations by selecting points along any
of the links of the robot, along with their respective link
orientation. In this way a feasible solution is guaranteed to
exist as long as the link budget during optimization is n � 5.
The results of this analysis are shown in Table I. For the link

TABLE I
DESIGN OPTIMIZATION SUCCESS RATE

Link budget (n) # targets (m)
2 3 4 5 6

2 0.5 0.33 0.5 0.2 0.33
3 1. 1. 0.5 0.8 0.67
4 1. 1. 0.75 1. 1.

Fraction of targets satisfied for a given link budget and number of targets.

Fig. 4. Coverage differences between two designs. (a) Without the coverage
function (i.e. removing the last term in Equation 3), if the microwave is
moved from the counter to the island, it is no longer a reachable target.
(b) With the addition of the coverage function, the design has a greater
coverage and can still reach the microwave even if it is moved.

budget above 4, our algorithm has a 100% success rate in
obtaining a solution for a feasible target.

C. Workspace Coverage Analysis

We now demonstrate example workspaces for given
robot designs. We randomly sampled two thousand points
(tx, ty,�) in [0, 1]⇥ [0, 1]⇥ [�90�, 90�], and computed the
ratio of reachable targets to the total number of sampled
points in the target space. The coverage computation yields
a 33.35% success rate. The design optimized without the
coverage function yields a lower success rate, 27.15%. Fig.
4 illustrates the difference between two designs in an en-
vironment representing a kitchen, including an island as an
obstacle.

D. Multiple Sequential Targets

Once the design is optimized and fabricated, the robot
can reach a sequence of targets through a series of retracting,
growing, and bending without resetting to the base. However,
different target orderings may result in different strategies
due to obstacles. We implement a simple method that first
interpolates the two configurations qA and qB solved inde-
pendently for two consecutive targets. We check all collision
points between obstacles and interpolated configurations and
select the closet collision point pc from the home base. We
then retract qA until the robot is within |pc|-radius from
the home base. Once the robot retracts and bends over to
configuration qB , it can then grow as needed to reach the
next target. Fig. 5 shows a 2D visualization of a kitchen
space, along with the configurations to reach each target.

E. Trade-off in Design

To demonstrate the utility of the algorithm as a tool to
understand the various designs that could be built given
different constraints, we showcase different designs for the
same set of targets as those introduced in Section IV-A. The

Fig. 5. Different sequences of reaching the four targets. The point of
retraction is marked by the blue dot. (a) Fridge, top of stove, bottom of
stove, microwave. (b) Bottom of stove, top of stove, microwave, fridge.

Fig. 6. Alternative designs for varying hardware constraints and link
budgets. (a) The original design, described in Sec. IV-A. (b) Using a budget
of 8 links yields approximately the same solution: only 5 of them are used.
(c) If the robot were able to bend 45�, only 3 links are necessary. (d) If
the robot were only able to bend 15�, 6 links are necessary.

various designs are shown in Fig. 6. Specifically, we compare
our original design (Fig. 6(a)) to the resulting design if the
link budget, n, is increased from 5 to 8 (Fig. 6(b)) and find
that the solution is approximately the same, and only 5 of
the 8 links are used. In Fig. 6(c), a design is shown for a
robot that is able to bend 45� instead of 30�; the solution
requires only 3 links. Conversely, a robot being able to bend
only 15� would require 6 links, as shown in Fig. 6(d).

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we presented a method to optimize the design
of a soft growing vine robot to reach a set of given targets at
specified approach angles, while avoiding the obstacles and
maximizing the space coverage, such that the design can also
be used to achieve other targets not originally specified. A
sample problem of 4 targets generated a design with 5 links,
which was fabricated and demonstrated to achieve the task.
These results are a key step toward low-cost, bespoke soft
robots for user-defined tasks in home environments.

In the future, we plan to achieve the following objectives:
extend the optimizer to 3D scenarios; exploit other opti-
mization methods to explore the research space; implement
advanced obstacle-avoidance algorithms for navigation in
cluttered environments; and improve the fabrication process
to enable a faster, tighter loop between robot design and
fabrication.

Above: Algorithm results show coverage differences between two designs in a 
simulated kitchen environment. (a) Without a coverage function, if the 
microwave is moved from the counter to the island, it is no longer a reachable 
target. (b) With the addition of the coverage function, the design has a 
greater coverage and can still reach the microwave even if it is moved. The 
algorithm can also find different sequences of reaching the four targets.

Research Challenge and Results: Soft robot serial chain manipulators with the 
capability for growth [1,2] , stiffness control [3], and discrete joints have the 
potential to approach the dexterity of traditional robot arms, while improving 
safety, lowering cost, and providing an increased workspace. We developed an 
approach for design optimization of such robots to reach specified targets while 
minimizing the number of discrete joints and thus construction and actuation costs 
[4]. We define a maximum number of allowable joints, as well as hardware 
constraints imposed by the materials and actuation, and formulate and solve an 
optimization to output joint locations such that the robot can reach desired targets, 
avoid obstacles, and maximize workspace. We use our algorithm to evaluate the 
ability of this design to reach new targets and demonstrate its 
utility as a design tool. We also consider teleoperation [5] and novel designs [6].


